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Introduction {#sec1}
============

Protein-surfactant interactions play a significant role within food, washing powder detergents, personal care, and pharmaceutical industries ([@bib1]). In the detergent industry, focus has been on lowering the washing temperatures to save energy wasted on heating water, and to enhance the lifetime of clothing. This is challenged by the decreased effectiveness of surfactants at lower temperatures, but it can be mitigated by adding enzymes that degrade different sources of dirt such as proteins, fats, and starch under these conditions. Unfortunately, most enzymes are denatured by anionic surfactants (AS) ([@bib2], [@bib3], [@bib4], [@bib5], [@bib6]), leading to loss of activity of the enzyme. AS are included in most detergent formulations because of their ability to keep solubilized dirt away from fabrics. They are most efficient at concentrations above the critical micelle concentration where they form micelles. Detergent formulations also include nonionic surfactants (NIS), which are not precipitated by Ca^2+^ or Mg^2+^ salts and solubilize oils and organic dirt better than AS, particularly at lower temperatures. NIS do not generally bind globular proteins but can weaken the effects of anionic surfactants by forming mixed micelles. Generally, the higher the mole fraction of NIS in these mixed micelles, the lower the denaturation potency. For example, addition of the NIS dodecyl maltoside (DDM) to sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) strongly reduces the rate constant of unfolding of bovine serum albumin (BSA) ([@bib2]), and BSA can be protected from unfolding by SDS by the presence of nonionic surfactants in the form of ethoxylated alkyls (A. Würtz, M.A. Behrens, G.V. Jensen, T.H. Callisen, J.S.P., unpublished). Likewise, the *β*-sheet protein TNfn3 unfolds significantly less cooperatively in micelles containing 75% SDS and 25% DDM, while higher DDM mole percentages prevent complete unfolding ([@bib7]). Additionally, some membrane proteins denatured in SDS can be refolded by adding appropriate amounts of NIS ([@bib8], [@bib9], [@bib10]) (typically \>50% mole percentage is required to refold the protein). These observations suggest that addition of sufficient amounts of NIS to an SDS-denatured globular protein may in fact reverse the unfolding process, although the mechanism of renaturation may be different than that for membrane proteins. Unlike globular proteins, membrane proteins also bind NIS, so the addition of NIS to an SDS-denatured protein likely just alters the composition of the micelle encasing the protein, leading to conformational changes for the protein. In contrast, it could be conjectured that SDS-denatured globular proteins are refolded in NIS by transferring SDS from the protein surface to NIS micelles so that mixed micelles are formed and proteins are released from these micelles. Another possibility is that NIS incorporate into the SDS-protein complexes and thus weaken SDS' denaturation potency.

Here, we investigate how the addition of NIS to AS-denatured proteins refolds these proteins. All studies are performed well above the critical micelle concentration to ensure that micelles are the dominant denaturing species. We approach the refolding aspect using circular dichroism (CD) to monitor changes in secondary and tertiary structure, and small-angle x-ray scattering (SAXS) to determine the population of different molecular species, i.e., free proteins, free micelles, and protein-surfactant complexes. As model systems we use BSA, *α*-lactalbumin (*α*LA), hen egg white lysozyme (LYZ), and *β*-lactoglobulin (*β*LG). BSA has long been the archetypal model protein for interactions with SDS; the native state can bind a small number of monomeric SDS molecules without denaturation but undergoes cooperative unfolding at higher SDS concentrations ([@bib11], [@bib12]). The Ca(II)-binding milk protein *α*LA is highly sensitive to unfolding by both SDS and NIS, particularly in the apo-form ([@bib5]), while its Ca(II)-free homolog LYZ resists denaturation by NIS but is unfolded by SDS in several steps ([@bib13]). Like BSA, *β*LG has hydrophobic binding sites in the native state that allow a small number of SDS molecules to bind and stabilize the protein ([@bib14]) before it is eventually unfolded at higher SDS concentrations ([@bib15]).

Our study confirms that in the presence of SDS, all these proteins unfold to form protein-decorated SDS micelles. In contrast, the nonionic surfactants octaethylene glycol monododecyl ether (C~12~E~8~) and DDM do not unfold BSA, *β*LG, and LYZ but induce some conformational changes in *α*LA. When the nonionic surfactants are added to the SDS-unfolded proteins, they are able to extract SDS from the complexes, thereby liberating proteins from the surfactant micelles and allowing them to fold. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first direct demonstration that NIS facilitate refolding of SDS-denatured proteins by extraction of SDS.

Materials and Methods {#sec2}
=====================

Materials {#sec2.1}
---------

SDS (≥99.0%), octaethylene glycol monododecyl ether (≥98%), albumin bovine serum, *α*-lactalbumin (from bovine milk; 85%), lysozyme (from chicken egg white), *β*-lactoglobulin (from bovine milk; 90%), and NaCl were from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO). n-Dodecyl *β*-maltoside (\>99.5%) was purchased from Glycon Biochemicals (Luckenwalde, Germany). Sodium phosphate monobasic anhydrous (≥99.0%) and di-sodium hydrogen phosphate 2-hydrate (99.5%) were from Fluka (Sigma-Aldrich) and Merck (Kenilworth, NJ), respectively.

All experiments were carried out using a buffer of 50 mM NaCl and 10 mM phosphate (pH 7) and stock solutions of 1--2 wt % protein and 80--300 mM SDS, DDM, or C~12~E~8~. Buffer and protein stocks were stored in the fridge. Surfactant stock solutions were stored at room temperature. All samples were prepared by weighing out the appropriate amount of protein, surfactant, and buffer solutions. Initially, the SDS stock solution was added to the protein stock and left overnight. The samples that included protein were prepared to have final protein and SDS concentrations of either 5 mg/mL protein and 25 mM SDS, or 2 mg/mL protein and 10 mM SDS (corresponding to at least one SDS micelle per protein), depending on the required mole fraction. Then the appropriate amounts of buffer and C~12~E~8~ or DDM stock solutions were added to obtain the desired protein concentration. All samples were kept at room temperature for at least 1 h before measuring.

SAXS {#sec2.2}
----

The SAXS measurements were performed at the laboratory-based instruments at Aarhus University. One is a Bruker AXS NanoStar SAXS instrument ([@bib16], [@bib17]) with a Cu rotating anode and the other one is a Bruker AXS NanoStar (Bruker, Karlsruge, Germany) with a Ga liquid metal jet source ([@bib18]). Both instruments are flux optimized and both are equipped with a homebuilt scatterless slit/pinhole ([@bib17]) in front of the sample, so that a two-pinhole geometry with higher x-ray intensity is used. All measurements were carried out at 20°C and lasted 900 s at the Cu-source instrument and 600 s at the Ga-source instrument. The sample holders are homebuilt flow-through quartz capillaries glued into stainless-steel holders. The buffers were measured as background, and background subtraction and all necessary normalizations were made with the SUPERSAXS package (C.L.P. Oliveira and J.S.P., unpublished data) using standard methods ([@bib19]) with the modifications described in Pedersen ([@bib16]). The final intensity is displayed as a function of the modulus of the scattering vector as follows:$$q = \left( {4\pi/\lambda} \right)\text{sin}\left( \theta \right),$$where *λ* = 1.54 and 1.34 Å is the x-ray wavelength for Cu and Ga sources, respectively, and 2*θ* is the angle between the incident and scattered x-rays.

As a first step of data analysis, an indirect Fourier transformation ([@bib20]) was performed using the WIFT program ([@bib21]) to get model-independent structural information in real space. The IFT procedure provides the pair distance distribution function, *p*(*r*), which is a histogram over distances between pairs of points within the particle, weighted by the excess scattering length density at the points. It thus gives information about the particle size and shape in real space, including the particles' maximum dimension, *D*~max~, which can be obtained from the histogram.

The samples may contain many different components (proteins, complexes, pure and mixed micelles) and the purpose of the analysis of the SAXS data is to extract information on the amount of the various components. In the data analysis of the samples that contained protein, SDS, and NIS, we assumed that the possible structures of the constituents are the same as those that can be measured individually. This means that the protein will exist either as native protein or in complex with SDS, where both of these components have also been measured alone. Likewise, SDS must exist either in complex with the protein or in mixed micelles with NIS, which have also been measured. Finally, the NIS will exist either as pure NIS micelles (if the SDS is in complex with the protein) or in mixed micelles with SDS (if the protein refolds whereby SDS is released into the solution). Therefore, because we know the concentrations of protein, SDS, and NIS in our samples, we can calculate the concentration of all structural components (native protein, unfolded protein in complex with SDS, mixed SDS-NIS micelles, and pure NIS micelles) if the concentration of one component is specified. This fact can be exploited to constrain the fitting procedure significantly, so that only one parameter is used for fitting the data to determine the amount of all four components.

Following this, a weighted least-squares procedure was employed to fit the SAXS data as linear combinations of the measured data from the different components, as follows:$$I_{\text{model}}\left( q \right) = A_{\text{pro}\text{-}\text{SDS}}I_{\text{pro}\text{-}\text{SDS}}\left( q \right) + A_{\text{pro}}I_{\text{pro}}\left( q \right) + A_{\text{SDS}\text{-}\text{NIS}}I_{\text{SDS}\text{-}\text{NIS}}\left( q \right) + A_{\text{NIS}}I_{\text{NIS}}\left( q \right),$$where the *A* values are the scale factors of the individual components, which are labeled with obvious subscripts. Using the concentration of the components in the samples, the values of all four scale factors were fitted using only one adjustable parameter. In all cases the pure mixed micelle sample with SDS mole fraction closest to the one in the fitted sample is used as input. Because concentration effects were observed for the low-*q* region in many samples, an overall effective hard-sphere structure factor ([@bib22]) was included to account for these effects. An effective hard-sphere structure factor was multiplied on the model intensities *I*~model~(*q*). The adjustable parameters were an effective hard-sphere volume fraction and an effective hard-sphere interaction radius. Finally, an adjustable background was included to correct for slightly different background in the measurements, and 10% error on the concentrations were allowed.

The fit quality was evaluated using a reduced *χ*^2^ (i.e., goodness of fit),$$\chi_{r}^{2} = \frac{1}{N - M}\sum\limits_{i = 1}^{N}\left( \frac{I_{\text{exp}}\left( q_{i} \right) - I_{\text{model}}\left( q_{i} \right)}{\sigma_{i}} \right)^{2},$$where N is the number of measured points, M is the number of fit parameter, and the errors, *σ*, in each point included those of the individual components:$$\sigma^{2} = \sigma_{\text{exp}\ }^{2} + \sigma_{\text{pro}\text{-}\text{SDS}}^{2}A_{\text{pro}\text{-}\text{SDS}}^{2} + \sigma_{\text{pro}}^{2}A_{\text{pro}}^{2} + \sigma_{\text{SDS}\text{-}\text{NIS}}^{2}A_{\text{SDS}\text{-}\text{NIS}}^{2} + \sigma_{\text{NIS}}^{2}A_{\text{NIS}}^{2}.$$The fitting procedure was implemented in MATLAB 2015a (The MathWorks, Natick, MA).

CD {#sec2.3}
--

CD spectra for the samples measured by SAXS were recorded on a model No. J810 spectropolarimeter (Jasco Spectroscopic, Hachioji City, Japan) at 20°C with a band width of 2 nm, a scan speed of 100 nm/min, and an accumulation of six scans. Far-UV CD spectra were recorded in a 0.1 mm path-length cuvette (2 or 5 mg/mL protein) while near-UV CD spectra were recorded in 10 mm cuvettes (1.5 mg/mL protein). Background contributions from buffer were subtracted. The CD signal was measured in mdeg and converted to *θ*~MR~ for the near-UV data, as follows:$$\theta_{\text{MR}} = MRW\mathit{\theta}/lc,$$where *θ*~MR~ is the mean residue ellipticity given in deg cm^−2^ mol^−1^ res^−1^, *θ* is the ellipticity in mdeg, *c* is the concentration in g/L, *l* is the path length in cm, and *MRW* is the mean residue weight given by$$MRW = M_{w}/\left( {\#_{\text{amino}\ \text{acids}} - 1} \right),$$where *M*~*w*~ is the molecular weight in g/mol, \#~amino\ acids~ is the number of amino acids per protein, and \#~amino\ acids~ −1 is the number of peptide bonds. For the near-UV data the ellipticity is shown per protein and not per mean residue.

The content of secondary structure (*α*-helix, *β*-sheet, and random coil) was estimated from the CD data using the reference spectra of Greenfield and Fasman ([@bib23]) and a home-written weighted least-squares program that assigns equal weight to all data points in the CD spectrum.

Sample mixing and SAXS data fitting procedure {#sec2.4}
---------------------------------------------

For all proteins, SDS and protein was mixed first, leading to a sample with SDS mole fraction *χ*~SDS~ of 1.0 (where *χ*~SDS~ = \[SDS\]/(\[NIS\] + \[SDS\]). *χ*~SDS~ was then decreased to the desired values by mixing with NIS in the same buffer. The protein and SDS concentration was at 5 mg/mL and 25 mM, respectively, for the higher *χ*~SDS~ values and 2 mg/mL and 10 mM for the lower *χ*~SDS~ values (to avoid extremely high concentrations of NIS). For both protein concentrations, the amount of SDS was chosen so that the protein was completely unfolded while only insignificant amounts of free SDS micelles were present. This was determined by investigating samples with constant protein concentration and increasing amount of SDS and fitting the data by a linear combination of a core-shell model for the complexes and a contribution of free SDS micelles. The latter was important for samples with high SDS concentrations. By determining where the scale factor of the micelle contribution goes to zero, we can determine the point where free micelles start to form. All samples of protein with SDS and added NIS were studied by SAXS and far- and near-UV CD to determine changes in the secondary and tertiary structure. SAXS data provided information on the populations of proteins and surfactants in different species as described in [Materials and Methods](#sec2){ref-type="sec"}. Briefly, spectra from the mixed samples were fit by a linear combination of four basis functions (all in buffer): pure protein, pure NIS micelles, protein-SDS complexes (unfolded protein), and SDS-NIS mixed micelles. As described above, the protein/SDS concentration ratio was chosen to avoid significant contributions of SDS micelles in the data. The concentrations of all samples were included in the fitting to account for the scattering of each species on absolute scale, which constrains the results significantly. A 10% error on the concentrations was allowed. From our simple theory, it follows that the components will exist in pairs: the presence of native protein results in an equal amount of SDS-NIS mixed micelles, while the presence of protein-SDS complexes must be complemented by pure NIS micelles. Therefore, the populations of all four components are found by a single fitting parameter, and the result is simplified to two situations: either the protein is folded and free in solution or it is unfolded in association with SDS.

Results {#sec3}
=======

General procedure for analyzing protein unfolding and folding in SDS and NIS {#sec3.1}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Before our refolding studies, we verified that all proteins were unfolded with SDS and not by NIS. We demonstrated this in two ways, as detailed below. Firstly, SAXS data of the protein-SDS mixtures could not be fit by a linear combination of the native protein and pure SDS micelles ([Fig. S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), which shows that complexes have been formed. The SAXS data of the complexes could be described by a core-shell model (data not shown), demonstrating that the proteins have been unfolded and are situated on the SDS micelle surface as reported for several SDS-unfolded proteins ([@bib24], [@bib25], [@bib26], [@bib27], [@bib28]). Contrary to the protein-SDS samples, most samples consisting of protein and NIS could be described well using linear combinations of pure protein and pure NIS micelles, demonstration that no interaction occurs ([Fig. S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Only for *α*LA does the poor fit quality demonstrate that *α*LA undergoes structural changes when DDM is added, which is in agreement with our previous observations ([@bib5]). Secondly, CD spectra changed radically when the proteins were mixed with SDS (see below), but not when mixed with NIS.

*β*-lactoglobulin refolds below *χ*~SDS~ = 0.5 and shows a conformational overshoot at lower *χ*~SDS~ values {#sec3.2}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

*β*LG is a small, globular protein, which consists mainly of *β*-strands. For both types of NIS (C~12~E~8~ and DDM), the fitting method described in [Materials and Methods](#sec2){ref-type="sec"} was able to fit the data very well. SAXS data of mixtures of *β*LG and NIS can be described by linear combinations of data from pure NIS and pure protein, confirming that NIS does not interact with *β*LG. In the presence of SDS, however, it is clear that the protein forms complexes with micelles. Examples of the fits from this procedure of SDS-unfolded *β*LG and C~12~E~8~ are provided in [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, demonstrating the good fit quality for all *χ*~SDS~. The results from the analysis are plotted in [Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} *a*, providing a comprehensive overview of the protein state (either unfolded in micelles, or folded and dissociated from micelles) at all measured *χ*~SDS~ values. It is evident from this figure that there is a preferred state of the protein at each *χ*~SDS~, and that the transition between these states is quite sharp around *χ*~SDS~ = 0.5. At higher *χ*~SDS~ values the protein is almost entirely unfolded, while lower *χ*~SDS~ values result in refolding of *β*LG. [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} shows a gradual and characteristic change of the *q* dependence of the SAXS data. At high *χ*~SDS~ there is a pronounced minimum in the intensity close to *q* = 0.1 Å^−1^, which is due to the near-spherical shape of the core-structure of the complex with opposite excess scattering length in core and shell. At intermediate *χ*~SDS~, where the SAXS data are the sum of that from refolded protein and a relatively small amount of free mixed micelles, the minimum is filled out and is more like a plateau, despite the scattering from the mixed micelles having a minimum close to 0.1 Å^−1^. At small *χ*~SDS~ there is again an observable minimum, but the scattering looks more like that of free mixed micelles due to their presence in excess.

To corroborate these changes in protein structure, we turned to CD to monitor the protein structure directly. Near-UV CD data at 293 nm at different *χ*~SDS~ ([Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} *b*) confirm a transition in the protein tertiary structure around *χ*~SDS~ = 0.5. Similarly, far-UV CD data in [Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} *c* demonstrate that the secondary structure of *β*LG (*black curve*) is clearly nonnative at higher *χ*~SDS~ values (0.8, *red curve*), but that the protein returns to its native state at lower *χ*~SDS~ values (0.37, *blue curve*). Near-UV CD data at these values of *χ*~SDS~ show the same behavior ([Fig. S3](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The *λ*~222~/*λ*~208~ ratio, which is often used as a convenient measure of changes in the arrangement of helices under situations where the protein retains helical structure but is nonnative ([@bib29], [@bib30]), displays the same transition at ∼*χ*~SDS~ = 0.5 ([Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} *d*, *red squares*) as observed with SAXS and near-UV CD data. Additionally, fitting of the far-UV CD data shows that the *β*-sheet content is absent for *χ*~SDS~ \> 0.5 ([Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} *d*, *blue squares*), underlining that the native structure of *β*LG is disrupted in this region. On the other hand, the amount of *α*-helix in *β*LG seems to increase slightly when the protein is unfolded by SDS (from ∼40 to ∼50%), in agreement with earlier observations ([@bib31]).

We additionally investigated samples with DDM instead of C~12~E~8~ to study whether different nonionic surfactants have different influence on protein refolding. The data on *β*LG unfolded in SDS and mixed with an increasing amount of DDM are displayed in [Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} (fits to the SAXS data can be found in [Fig. S4](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Both the SAXS results ([Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} *a*) and the near- ([Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} *b*) and far-UV CD data ([Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, *c* and *d*) show very similar results to for C~12~E~8~, except that the transition between folded and unfolded protein occurs at *χ*~SDS~ values of ∼0.25 in DDM and ∼0.5 in C~12~E~8~.

*α*LA binds NIS, SDS, and mixed SDS-NIS micelles with different structural features {#sec3.3}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

For the *α*LA-SDS-C~12~E~8~ data set it was observed that the fit quality throughout the series improved a little if the *α*LA-SDS basis function was replaced by the sample with *α*LA-SDS and a very small amount of C~12~E~8~, indicating that the structure of the *α*LA-SDS complexes changes slightly upon addition of C~12~E~8.~ No additional changes were observed upon further addition of C~12~E~8~. Therefore, the SDS-unfolded *α*LA basis function in the fitting was replaced by *α*LA-SDS with a small amount of C~12~E~8~.

From the SAXS results in [Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} *a* (fits in [Fig. S6](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), a gradual transition from unfolded (at higher *χ*~SDS~ values) to a nativelike protein starts to occur below *χ*~SDS~ = 0.4. However, the folded, micelle-free state only becomes the most abundant species at the very last data point at *χ*~SDS~ = 0.1. The near-UV CD data indicate a small, continuous change as *χ*~SDS~ is decreased to 0.4, followed by a slightly steeper decrease below 0.4. Even so, there remains a large difference in signal between the value of the lowest *χ*~SDS~ of 0.1 and the values from pure *α*LA (*green square*) or *α*LA with only C~12~E~8~ micelles (data point not shown), which indicates that the tertiary structure of *α*LA with C~12~E~8~ is not the same as in pure buffer, consistent with previous data on DDM ([@bib5]). Nevertheless, the far-UV CD data ([Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} *c*) of the lowest *χ*~SDS~ (*red*) is almost identical to that of pure protein (*black*), demonstrating that under these conditions, *α*LA has nativelike secondary structure despite the lack of nativelike tertiary structure. CD spectra at *χ*~SDS~ = 0.5 ([Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} *c*) show a marked increase in ellipticity at the 209 nm minimum, indicating a conformational change that can be interpreted as the formation of isolated helices. Near-UV data for the same values of *χ*~SDS~ ([Fig. S7](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) show a complete loss of tertiary structure at *χ*~SDS~ = 0.5, which is then partly recovered at *χ*~SDS~ = 0.1. The CD data are thus in reasonable agreement with the SAXS results. As an indication of changes in secondary structure, the ratio *λ*~222~/*λ*~208~ from the far-UV CD data ([Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} *d*) increases slowly below *χ*~SDS~ = 0.4, which may be caused by the transition from SDS-denatured to NIS-refolded observed from the SAXS analysis. Therefore, we conclude that *α*LA undergoes a conformational change from the SDS-denatured state when C~12~E~8~ is added to a globular state similar to that of the native protein, but with differences in tertiary structure.

As in the case of *β*LG, we additionally investigated how DDM influences the *α*LA-SDS complexes. Both SAXS and CD data from the samples with *α*LA and DDM (with no SDS) indicated that DDM itself induces structural changes in *α*LA. This was observed by changes in the far-UV CD data of *α*LA upon addition of DDM, and from the fact that the fits of the *α*LA-DDM samples with a linear combination of pure *α*LA and DDM were poor. On the contrary, the fits improved significantly if the pure protein basis function was replaced by protein with a small amount of DDM, demonstrating an interaction of *α*LA with a small amount of DDM, while higher concentrations of DDM merely resulted in free micelles. It should be noted that calcium-depleted *α*LA was used in this study, and this apo-state state ([@bib32], [@bib33]) is more loosely packed than *α*LA with calcium and therefore more sensitive to different surfactants. The interaction between DDM and *α*LA, leading to a change in its tertiary structure, is consistent with our earlier reports on the ability of NIS to denature *α*LA ([@bib5], [@bib34], [@bib35]).

Because *α*LA changes structure slightly in the presence of DDM, it is inappropriate to use the data for *α*LA in buffer as a basis function in the refolding studies, because this species will not exist when the solution contains DDM. Therefore, data from the pure protein basis function were replaced by a sample with *α*LA and a low concentration of DDM. The overall results were comparable to those obtained for C~12~E~8~ ([Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}; SAXS fits in [Fig. S8](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The SAXS results show a well-defined transition below *χ*~SDS~ = 0.4, while the near-UV CD data ([Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} *b*) reveal a modest increase in the absolute value of the CD signal (i.e., an increase in structure) starting at ∼*χ*~SDS~ = 0.7 and stabilizing at ∼*χ*~SDS~ = 0.4. The large difference in molar ellipticity at 296 nm between protein with DDM and pure protein also suggests an interaction and binding of DDM to the protein as described above. [Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} *c* demonstrates that the CD spectra for *α*LA at *χ*~SDS~ 0.1 (*blue line*) is significantly different from pure *α*LA (*black line*), but similar to *α*LA with only DDM (no SDS, *green line*). This shows that the *α*LA species at *χ*~SDS~ = 0.1 is just as folded as when only DDM is present. On the other hand, the CD data at *χ*~SDS~ = 0.5 (*red line*) are significantly different, revealing that *α*LA has a more unfolded structure at this *χ*~SDS~. Similar conclusions can be drawn from the near-UV CD data ([Fig. S9](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}): addition of DDM to pure *α*LA decreases the signal significantly, the structure is completely lost at *χ*~SDS~ = 0.5, and at *χ*~SDS~ = 0.1 it is partly restored but still less than for the *α*LA-DDM data. The relatively small variations in *λ*~222~/*λ*~208~ ratio ([Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} *d*) as a function of *χ*~SDS~ determined from the CD data indicate relatively small changes in secondary structure in the different samples. Nevertheless, there is an increase in *λ*~222~/*λ*~208~ ratio below *χ*~SDS~ = 0.4, just as seen for C~12~E~8~. All results considered, it is most likely that there is a transition from SDS-unfolded to DDM-modified *α*LA at very low *χ*~SDS~ values, similar to the case for *α*LA and C~12~E~8~.

To get more insight into the structure of the DDM-*α*LA complexes, we performed modeling, on an absolute scale, of SAXS data from a series with constant protein concentration and increasing amounts of DDM using a program originally developed for analysis of detergent-solubilized proteins ([@bib36]). At DDM concentrations of 6 mM DDM and higher, the SAXS data could be described by a model with a dimer of *α*LA with 2--3 mM DDM bound between two partly unfolded *α*LA molecules with the rest of the DDM present as free micelles ([Fig. S9](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The unfolded *α*LA was manually constructed by opening the structure in the middle. The amount of bound DDM corresponds to 13--20 DDM molecules per dimer complex. Although such a modeling is not unique with respect to the protein structure, it gives a good impression for a likely structure of the DDM-*α*LA complex.

Lysozyme refolds to a micelle-free state in the presence of NIS {#sec3.4}
---------------------------------------------------------------

Given the special interactions between *α*LA and NIS, we turned to the homologous (but much more stable) protein lysozyme to determine if it behaves differently when exposed to SDS and NIS. As C~12~E~8~ and DDM appear to have similar effect on the protein-refolding capabilities of *α*LA and *β*LG, only C~12~E~8~ was included in these following refolding studies. In contrast to *α*LA, LYZ is not influenced by addition of C~12~E~8~ alone (data not shown). However, as was also observed for *α*LA, the fit quality of the data series improved significantly if the LYZ-SDS complexes were replaced by the LYZ-SDS sample with a small amount of C~12~E~8~, which points to a change in structure of the LYZ-SDS complexes in presence of C~12~E~8~. Therefore, this sample with LYZ, SDS, and a small concentration of C~12~E~8~ was used as a basis function in the fitting instead of the pure LYZ-SDS complexes.

The results from the refolding study of SDS-unfolded LYZ with C~12~E~8~ are summarized in [Fig. 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} (SAXS fits in [Fig. S10](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The SAXS analysis ([Fig. 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} *a*) indicates a transition from unfolded complexes to folded protein at ∼*χ*~SDS~ = 0.25, and the rather steep changes in both the near-UV CD data ([Fig. 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} *b*) and the *λ*~222~/*λ*~208~ ratio ([Fig. 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} *d*) around this *χ*~SDS~ support this conclusion.

Analysis of the CD data ([Fig. 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} *c*) show that the secondary state of pure LYZ (*black line*), SDS-unfolded LYZ (*red line*), and samples with *χ*~SDS~ = 0.1 (*blue line*) is mostly *α*-helical. This is expected because native LYZ contains a high degree of *α*-helices, and SDS is known to induce *α*-helices when unfolding proteins ([@bib37]). Even though all three CD data sets reflect mainly *α*-helical structure, there is still a clear difference between SDS-unfolded LYZ compared to pure LYZ and the sample with *χ*~SDS~ = 0.1, which are very similar. Additionally, the far-UV data ([Fig. S11](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) demonstrate very clearly that the tertiary structure of LYZ is lost when mixed with SDS, while it is completely restored when C~12~E~8~ is present at *χ*~SDS~ = 0.1. Therefore, we conclude that LYZ is refolded by C~12~E~8~ at low *χ*~SDS~ values.

BSA can be folded to the native state by NIS at low *χ*~SDS~ {#sec3.5}
------------------------------------------------------------

Finally, to examine whether the observations from the above refolding studies apply to larger proteins as well, we examined whether C~12~E~8~ could refold SDS-unfolded BSA. An overview of these results is presented in [Fig. 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}, with the SAXS fits again included in [Fig. S12](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. Addition of C~12~E~8~ alone did not influence the protein structure. BSA is known to be able to bind a broad array of amphipathic and hydrophobic molecules in the native state without any major conformational changes ([@bib38]). The results from the SAXS analysis ([Fig. 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"} *a*) clearly indicate that free micelles and folded protein are present below *χ*~SDS~ = 0.6, while protein-micelle complexes are formed at higher *χ*~SDS~ values. Additional evidence for formation of larger complexes is demonstrated in [Fig. 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"} *b*, which shows the maximum particle diameter estimated from the pair distance distribution function, *p*(*r*), obtained from the SAXS data through the IFT procedure. The data show that the maximum particle diameter almost doubles when *χ*~SDS~ is \>0.6. This supports the other results---namely, that the protein is unfolded and forms complexes with the surfactant in this range. Modeling of the complexes using a model with protein-decorated core-shell micelles shows that the complexes contained two SDS micelles and this explains the larger maximum size of the complexes compared to the folded protein.

The CD spectra for pure BSA and BSA with *χ*~SDS~ = 0.8 are distinctly different ([Fig. 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"} *c*). When *χ*~SDS~ is decreased to 0.51, the CD data approach the shape of the CD spectra for pure BSA, verifying that SDS-unfolded BSA refolds upon addition of C~12~E~8~. The ratio *λ*~222~/*λ*~208~ of the signal for pure BSA and BSA mixed with surfactants ([Fig. 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"} *d*) is similar at *χ*~SDS~ \< 0.6, whereas it is reduced markedly at *χ*~SDS~ \> 0.6. This also shows that BSA indeed does refold when the nonionic surfactant is present at high concentrations. Estimation of the secondary structure elements supports that the secondary structure of BSA changes with *χ*~SDS~.

We also attempted to follow BSA's conformational changes using near-UV CD as for the other proteins. However, the large number of aromatic residues in BSA tend to cancel each other out, and therefore BSA does not have a very well-defined near-UV CD spectrum. As a consequence, it is not possible to measure a distinct transition from the native to the SDS-denatured state this way (data not shown).

Discussion {#sec4}
==========

The results from this study show that all investigated proteins are able to refold from their SDS-unfolded complexes when mixed with the nonionic surfactants C~12~E~8~ and DDM. Nevertheless, for *α*LA the refolded state in C~12~E~8~ had a different fold than the native one, and in the presence of DDM the refolded state was complexed with DDM, though not in the micellar state of DDM. The two tested NIS had almost identical influence on the refolding capabilities of *α*LA, while for *β*LG the transition between folded and unfolded protein shifted from *χ*~SDS~ of ∼0.5 for C~12~E~8~ to ∼0.25 for DDM. Because both surfactants were able to refold *α*LA (to some extent) and *β*LG, only C~12~E~8~ was used in the studies LYZ and BSA.

The use of both SAXS and far- and near-UV CD in these protein refolding experiments allowed us to probe both the overall sample composition and the overall features of protein secondary and tertiary structure, respectively. This made it possible to compare results from different techniques to strengthen our conclusions. In general, the transitions were easy to follow, and there was a good correlation between the results from SAXS and those from CD. Only the results from *α*LA were less obvious, because the transition found using SAXS was accompanied by only subtle changes in the CD data. However, the combined results can be interpreted as refolding of *α*LA beginning at *χ*~SDS~ = 0.4 and below. It should be kept in mind that this refolding for DDM was only to the DDM-altered state of *α*LA and not the native protein state, because addition of DDM surfactants alone influenced the structure of the calcium-depleted *α*LA used in this study, reflecting the highly dynamic nature of the unstable apo-state of *α*LA and its known ability to undergo conformational changes in the presence of different NIS ([@bib5]).

We find our data to be noteworthy on two accounts, namely the reversibility of protein-SDS interactions and the NIS' ability to completely remove micellar SDS from their complex with proteins. Because all protein samples were initially mixed with SDS with complete unfolding as a result, the ability of the proteins to refold must mean that the proteins are not trapped in complex with SDS but form equilibrium structures. If the complexes were kinetically trapped states, the protein would not refold upon addition of nonionic surfactants. Furthermore, isothermal titration calorimetry studies show coexistence of free and protein-bound SDS molecules ([@bib5], [@bib7], [@bib28], [@bib39], [@bib40], [@bib41]) although usually with a lower free SDS concentration than the CMC of pure SDS. Likewise, the proteins' ability to refold at low *χ*~SDS~ values to micelle-free structures demonstrate that the advantage of transferring SDS molecules into mixed micelles, with a very favorable mixing entropy, outweighs the electrostatic interactions of SDS with the protein at low *χ*~SDS~. This redistribution of SDS into NIS micelles makes it possible to withdraw sufficient amounts of SDS from the complexes to allow the proteins to refold. Such an entropically driven transfer is less efficient, but also gentler, than chelatelike systems that strip SDS from proteins through very strong binding interactions. Probably the best example is provided by the SDS-cyclodextrin pair, which has been used by Rozema and Gellman ([@bib42], [@bib43]) to develop artificial chaperone folding systems and has been expanded to include cationic surfactants ([@bib44], [@bib45]). In this system, the protein, initially denatured in a chemical denaturant such as urea, is first mixed with an ionic surfactant, allowing the denaturant to be removed by dilution or dialysis, while keeping the protein soluble but still denatured. Subsequently, the detergent can be rapidly stripped off the protein by addition of excess equivalents of cyclodextrin, allowing the protein to fold. The high affinity of the SDS-cyclodextrin pair combined with high association rate constants allows stripping to occur and equilibrate within milliseconds, and provides an alternative approach to monitor the kinetics of folding of, e.g., the protein S6 ([@bib46]). (An analogous approach is to remove SDS by cooling ([@bib47], [@bib48]) or by chromatography ([@bib49]), leading to protein refolding, although this removal obviously happens much less rapidly than with cyclodextrin stripping.) In contrast, transfer of SDS to NIS micelles is at least an order-of-magnitude slower, so that folding is coupled to SDS transfer and therefore the measured refolding rate constant of S6 is reduced by at least a factor of 10 compared to the SDS-cyclodextrin system (D.E.O., data not shown). A slower transfer of SDS may be advantageous, provided the SDS that remains transiently bound to the protein during the equilibration process helps to reduce aggregation while allowing the protein to refold. More systematic studies will be required to ascertain whether this is favorable in practice. Other approaches to refold SDS-denatured proteins include the use of alcohols such as methyl-pentanediol as cosolvents that dissociate SDS micelles by screening the sulfate headgroup and shielding the alkyl chain's solvent accessibility. This leads to a shift from harsh to gentle surfactant, reducing interactions with proteins and thus allowing them to refold ([@bib50], [@bib51], [@bib52]). Similarly, dilution of SDS into NIS micelles will dilute out the otherwise repulsive effects of the sulfate headgroup and also sequester the alkyl chain from potentially disruptive hydrophobic interactions with proteins.

From separate studies it is known that SDS can bind at low concentrations to the native state of proteins such as BSA ([@bib38]), *β*LG ([@bib15]), and LYZ ([@bib53]), but this interaction can be treated formally as a simple ligand-binding equilibrium that stabilizes the native state and does not lead to major conformational changes. Consequently, this state cannot be distinguished from the SDS-free native state and will go undetected in our SAXS analysis.

The existence of detergent-free/detergent-poor species observed in our studies is fundamentally different from the folding and unfolding of membrane proteins in mixed-micelle systems ([@bib8]). Numerous membrane proteins have been shown to undergo reversible unfolding as the *χ*~SDS~ value varies between 0 and 1 ([@bib54]), but the membrane protein intrinsically requires itself to be embedded in a membranelike environment to avoid aggregation. This embedding can occur either via nonionic micelles clustering around the transmembrane region in the folded structure, as demonstrated by recent SAXS studies of the *β*-barrel protein OmpA ([@bib36]) and the *α*-helical aquaporin ([@bib55]), or by more conventional dissolution of the protein in SDS micelles, leading to greatly increased interhelical distances in, e.g., bacteriorhodopsin, but no major change in the distribution of protein end-to-end distances ([@bib56]).

The methodology presented here will also be fully transferable to unfolding-refolding studies of membrane proteins as a function of *χ*~SDS~. Despite the larger similarity between SAXS data from folded and unfolded membrane proteins, the internal constraints of the SAXS analysis (together with complementary information on the secondary and tertiary structure from CD and fluorescence measurements) will surely make it possible to distinguish the two species from each other.

Conclusions {#sec5}
===========

This work shows that the nonionic surfactants C~12~E~8~ and DDM are able to refold four different proteins into their native or NIS-altered structure after the proteins have been unfolded by SDS. The proteins chosen included both small and large proteins, as well as proteins consisting of mainly either *α*-helices or *β*-sheets. Therefore, because all proteins were able to refold, we suggest that refolding of SDS-unfolded proteins by nonionic surfactants may be a general feature for water-soluble globular proteins. This suggestion remains to be consolidated by more extensive future studies involving additional representatives of the diverse class of NIS as well as multimeric proteins.
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![Fits of *β*LG and different *χ*~SDS~ in C~12~E~8~. Data were fit with a linear combination of folded protein in presence of mixed micelles and SDS-unfolded protein in presence of pure NIS micelles, as described in [Materials and Methods](#sec2){ref-type="sec"}. Decreasing mole fraction from top to bottom with values given in the figure. To see this figure in color, go online.](gr1){#fig1}

![Results for *β*LG and SDS samples mixed with C~12~E~8~. (*a*) Part of the protein that is either folded (*upper data points* at low mole fractions) or unfolded around SDS micelles (*lower data points* at low mole fractions) is shown. (*b*) Near-UV CD data at 293 nm of *β*LG in micelles (data as a function of mole fraction) buffer (*upper point* at zero mole fraction), and in 25 mM C~12~E~8~ (*lower point* at zero mole fraction) are shown. (*c*) Shown here are CD spectra for pure *β*LG (*black*), *β*LG mixed with SDS and C~12~E~8~ at SDS mole fractions of 0.8 (*curve with deepest minimum*) and 0.37 (nearly coinciding with black curve), respectively. (*d*) The fraction of *β*-sheet (*points going to zero* at a mole fraction of 0.8), and *λ*~222~/*λ*~208~ ratio (*upper points* at high mole fractions) is given. Background shading in (*a*), (*b*), and (*d*) indicates whether the protein is mainly free in solution (*right part*) or bound to micelles (*left part*). To see this figure in color, go online.](gr2){#fig2}

![Results for *β*LG and SDS samples mixed with DDM. (*a*) Part of the protein that is either folded (*upper data points* at low mole fractions) or unfolded around SDS micelles (*lower data points* at low mole fractions) is shown. (*b*) Near-UV CD data at 293 nm of *β*LG in micelles (data as a function of mole fraction), buffer (*lowest point* at zero mole fraction), and in 25 mM DDM (*upper data point* at zero mole fraction) are shown. (*c*) Shown here are CD spectra for pure *β*LG (*black*), *β*LG mixed SDS, and DDM with SDS mole fraction of 0.5 (*curve with deepest minimum*) and 0.1 (nearly coinciding with black curve), respectively. (*d*) The fraction of *β*-sheet (*points going to zero* at a mole fraction of 0.6), and *λ*~222~/*λ*~208~ ratio (*upper points* at high mole fractions) is given. To see this figure in color, go online.](gr3){#fig3}

![Results for *α*LA and SDS samples mixed with C~12~E~8~. (*a*) Part of the protein that is either folded (*data with highest data point* at low mole fraction) or unfolded around SDS micelles (goes to unity at high mole fraction) from SAXS analysis is shown. (*b*) Near-UV CD data at 296 nm of *α*LA in micelles (data as a function of mole fraction) and buffer (*point at zero mole fraction*) are shown. (*c*) Shown here are CD spectra for pure *α*LA (*black*), and *α*LA mixed SDS and C~12~E~8~ with SDS mole fractions of 0.5 (*curve with deepest minimum*) and 0.1 (nearly coinciding with black curve), respectively. (*d*) *λ*~222~/*λ*~208~ ratio. To see this figure in color, go online.](gr4){#fig4}

![Results for *α*LA and SDS samples mixed with DDM. (*a*) Part of the protein that is either folded (*highest data points* at low mole fraction) or unfolded around SDS micelles (goes to unity at high mole fraction) from SAXS analysis is shown. (*b*) Near-UV CD data at 296 nm of *α*LA in micelles (data as a function of mole fraction), buffer (*lowest point* at zero mole fraction), and in DDM (*highest point* at zero mole fraction) are given. (*c*) Shown here are CD spectra for pure *α*LA (*black*), *α*LA mixed with DDM (*second curve from top* at 207 nm), and *α*LA mixed with SDS and DDM to SDS mole fractions of 0.5 (deepest minimum) and 0.1 (*second curve from below* at 207 nm), respectively. (*d*) *λ*~222~/*λ*~208~ ratio. To see this figure in color, go online.](gr5){#fig5}

![Results for LYZ and SDS samples mixed with C~12~E~8~. (*a*) Part of the protein that is either folded (*upper data points* at low mole fraction) or unfolded around SDS micelles (unity at high mole fraction) from SAXS analysis is shown. (*b*) Near-UV CD data at 296 nm of LYZ in micelles (data as function of mole fraction), buffer (*lowest point*, nearly covered, at zero mole fraction), and in C~12~E~8~ (*upper point* at zero mole fraction) are shown. (*c*) CD spectra for pure LYZ (*black*), LYZ-mixed SDS, and C~12~E~8~ with SDS mole fractions of 1 (with deepest minimum) and 0.1 (nearly coinciding with black curve above 202 nm), respectively, are given. (*d*) *λ*~222~/*λ*~208~ ratio. To see this figure in color, go online.](gr6){#fig6}

![Results from measurements and analysis of BSA and SDS samples mixed with C~12~E~8~. (*a*) Part of the protein that is either folded (data at unity at low mole fraction) or unfolded around SDS micelles (data at zero at low mole fraction) from SAXS analysis is shown. (*b*) Estimate of maximum particle diameter determined using IFT is given. (*c*) CD spectra for pure BSA (*black*) and BSA in mixed SDS-C~12~E~8~ micelles with an SDS mole fraction of 0.8 (*upper curve near the minima*) and 0.51 (*middle curve*), respectively, are given. (*d*) *λ*~222~/*λ*~208~ ratio. To see this figure in color, go online.](gr7){#fig7}
